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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
The purpose of this Design Guide is to provide detailed guidance on
the conservation and management of Yanbu Al Bahr’s built cultural
heritage. This Planning, Conservation & Design Guide has been
prepared to assist through guidance in conservation, design and
development to enable the protection of the old town and its setting.
The guide is in two parts. The first part provides the evidence base
and background to the characteristics of the traditional architecture
and urban form of the historic town of Yanbu Al Bahr.
The second part of the guide consists of three different sets of
guidelines:
▫ Planning Guidelines
▫ Conservation Guidelines
▫ Design Guidelines
The information contained herein is for guidance purposes only and
should not be taken as a replacement for project planning and design
in anyway. Each building and plot within the historic town is unique in
its own way and any proposal for conservation, adaptive re-use,
extension, new building or public realm improvement should include a
thorough understanding of the building and its surroundings and be
supported by a full set of design drawings, conservation
recommendations and specifications that are specific to the project
but remain in accordance with the guidelines set out in this document.
These guidelines have been prepared by Dr Aylin Orbasli with PLB
Consulting Ltd and issued in October 2007 with the Final Protection
and Management Plan.
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BUILDING CHARACTER
The building character is defined by:
The building materials that were used
Construction techniques with which they were brought together
Detailing of various components
Plan form and spatial characteristics
The outstanding characteristics of Yanbu Al Bahr buildings are their
heights, the composition and massing of closed, open and semi-open
spaces, solids and voids on the elevation and the detailing of the
rowashin, screens and other timber components.
This section identifies some of the common characteristics of the
surviving buildings and their construction techniques. These can be
used as a guide in the conservation of historic buildings and the
design of new ones in the Conservation Area and the Historic
Character Areas. The section is divided into the following sub
sections:
Building materials
Construction techniques
Characteristic elements
▫ Rowashin
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Building Materials
Coral
Coral is a sedimentary rock and its major constituent is calcium. A
coral reef constitutes calcite, quartz grains and shell fragments. Live
coral, in which marine life is still living, is not suitable for construction
purposes. Coral has good thermal properties but its strength
generally limits construction to three storeys.
Much of the coral seen in Yanbu is cut to block sizes and is either
fossil coral or fresh coral. The fossil coral is reported to come from an
inland quarry that has since been developed over.

Mortars
Block coral used as dressing with coral rubble as
infill. The walls are supported with timber
taqlilia spaced at every 4‐7 courses

A local craftsman has reported that in Yanbu, plaster (nura) was made
using lime and sand. The lime was produced by burning small pieces
of white coral rubble. Another method of producing lime was to burn
sea shells that produced a very hard ‘marble like’ plaster. This may
have been specifically for interior applications. To date, we have not
seen any lime kilns in or around Yanbu and none have been reported
to us.
There is also mention of sand from the sea bed being used directly
(without washing) as a binding mortar which would harden with time.
A similar mortar was also reported to be used in Jeddah.

Timber

Although cut coral is sometimes exposed, most
often it would either be pointed or rendered—
all three techniques can be seen above. The
extensive use of elaborate timber elements
creates the historic towns definitive character

16

Timber was used both structurally and extensively for doors, windows
and screens.
The type of timbers used for structures vary
considerably depending on the quality of the building and the
affluence of the owners.
Although imported teak was used
extensively in the Babateen house, most simpler buildings such as the
some of the wakala and small shops were built with local palm trunk
beams.
The detailing of windows, doors and internal timber elements are quite
sophisticated in Yanbu, especially in the larger houses. The timber is
likely to have been sourced from imports coming into the harbour and
much of the workmanship is attributed to Egyptian craftsmen.
Alongside timber that was specifically imported for major building
projects there is frequent evidence of reclaimed timbers from boats or
packaging being reused in building construction. The treatment of the
timber is unknown, but given the warm and dry climate it would not
have required extensive treatment. There are a number of references
to sindaroos being used to treat timber on boats and possibly also on
building timbers (the resin was possibly mixed with shark oil to make a
varnish). Whether this type of varnish was extensively used on
building timbers is not known. In some buildings the timber work has
been painted. In Jeddah this is referred to as a more recent tradition.
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Construction Techniques
Coral and timber construction techniques

Cut and dressed coral
blocks are laid in rows
Timber taglilia are placed
every 3 or 4 courses

Timber
beams
are
placed above door and
window openings as well
as at halfway height to
provide a fixing for the
timber frames

Floor and roof construction

Timber beams form the
structural component of
the roof.
The beams are overlaid
with timber boards on top
of which a layer of
screed is compacted
Niches opened into the
coral
wall
provide
storage space and also
reduce the weight of the
stone structure
A layer of matting laid
over the floorboards
creates a level surface to
lay the screed on
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Characteristic elements
Rowashin
Projection type

Ornate projection and ground floor
projection on built up wall

Balcony type

Horseshoe arches typical of Yanbu Al Bahr
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Conservation Area Planning Guidance
All planning activities in this area must be carried out in accordance
with the Masterplan for the Historic Area of Yanbu Al Bahr.
Demolition of any building or parts of a building, or the removal of
historic property from the Conservation Area must be with written
permission from the Municipality
In all new developments, alterations and extensions original plot
boundaries and street networks will be maintained, unless indicated
otherwise on the Masterplan
Any addition or change to a historic or new building within a
Conservation Area must be subject to written approval from the
Municipality
The priority action for any historic building must be its conservation
– carried out in accordance with the Conservation Guidelines.
▫ Conservation works should only commence once a project
proposal, including specifications have been submitted to and
approved by the Municipality.
▫ Works should only be undertaken by skilled craftsmen with
knowledge of conservation and understanding of traditional
building techniques.
▫ The works should be closely inspected by the Municipality and
the Municipality should offer guidance and advice to owners and
their project teams.
Where alterations need to be made to accommodate new services:
▫ These should be hidden from view wherever possible, either
located at the back or internally
▫ They should not detract from the elevation of the historic building
or the roofscape
Where new additions or extensions need to be made to historic
buildings:
▫ The layout and location should be in keeping with the plot layouts
of the historic town (possibly using an adjacent plot)
▫ The design must be in accordance with the Design Guidelines for
Extensions to Historic Buildings in a Conservation Area
Where new buildings are proposed for empty plots
▫ The layout and location as far as possible should follow the
historic plot layouts and morphology
▫ The design must be in accordance with the Design Guidelines for
New Buildings in a Conservation Area
Wherever possible additions of blockwork, concrete, steel doors
and shutters, and other modern structures should be removed from
historic buildings
26
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BUILDING CONSERVATION
The intention of this section is to set out a series of guiding principles
for the conservation of historic buildings in Yanbu Al Bahr. All the
principles listed are based on international conventions and best
practice. The first section is a list of definitions.
In addition to the conservation of individual buildings, principles of
urban conservation, also linked to the masterplan, are provided.

Definitions
Adaptive reuse/ adaptation
Making changes to a building to accommodate a new use is often a
means of enabling the continued usefulness of a historic building.
However, the appropriateness of the new use to the building fabric
and its integrity will need to be considered.

Conservation/Restoration
Conservation is the process of understanding, safeguarding and, as
necessary, maintaining, repairing, restoring and adapting historic
property to preserve its cultural significance.

Consolidation
Physical interventions undertaken to stop further decay or structural
instability. Materials such as earth require regular consolidation, such
as after a severe rain storm.

Preservation
To maintain a building in its existing form and condition and
undertaking maintenance work as necessary.

Prevention/ preventative measures
To alter conditions or put in place measures that will reduce or slow
the process of decay.

Protection
Putting in place legal, physical or other tangible measures to
safeguard cultural property from damage.

Reconstruction
Re-creation by building a replica of a building on its original site.
Reconstruction is often undertaken to replace buildings or parts of
buildings following fire or collapse. Although reconstruction must be
based on sound evidence, it remains a re-creation and inevitably a
reinterpretation of the past. Both authenticity and the patina and
evidence of age are lost.
Reconstruction may be justifiable if a
building is an integral part of a streetscape, square or complex and
where its absence would detract from the integrity of the whole.
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Options for conservation
The following sections outline the various conservation options that
will need to be considered depending on the condition and
significance of a historic building.

Conserve/ restore
Where the building has been identified as being in good condition
(Shown in dark orange on Figure 6.4 of the Masterplan at the time of
recording in early 2007) and most of its architectural features have
remained.
Building conservation guidelines
Ensure structural stability of the building and its ability to
accommodate the proposed new use
Conserve and repair according to the guidelines
Make sensitive alterations that are necessary to accommodate the
proposed new use
Incorporate modern day services as necessary and sensitively

Rebuild based on evidence or build new behind façade
Where the building is a vital component of the townscape character
but is in poor condition, or where the structural stability of the building
can only be guaranteed through rebuilding.
Design Guidelines for extensions to historic buildings
Any remains of the building should be accurately surveyed and
original material salvaged for reuse.
Rebuilding should be based on accurate evidence and continue to
use traditional methods wherever possible
Elevations, volume and massing of the building should be the same
as the original
Plan form should not deviate totally from the original and wherever
possible the size and shape of key rooms such as the majlis should
be the same as the original
Modern day services should be incorporated sensitively

Demolish and salvage key features
Where the building is of limited townscape value and in poor condition
Key architectural features that are of historic interest should be
removed and their location recorded prior to removal.
Once the material has been removed and cleaned it should be
stored in a safe and dry place for potential re-use in the
conservation of other buildings.
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Coral walls
Remove loose external plaster and concrete-based mortars from
surfaces
Carry out survey of walls to identify :
▫ areas of structural failure
▫ areas where stones are loose
▫ areas where stones have weathered
▫ areas where bedding mortar is loose
▫ areas where timber taglilat has rotten
For structural repairs see Section on Structural Repairs
Remove any loose stones at high level for safety purposes
Working up from the lower level, start consolidating the walls by
supporting the timber taglilat above a section with acro-props or
timber raking
Remove loose stones and those that have decayed, brush out any
loose mortar from joints and clean mortar off salvaged stones
Support taglilat with timber or
other raking

Timber taglilat
Dressed stone at
front

Coral rubble
used at back as
packing

Rebuild section up to timber taglilat as follows:
▫ lay coral stones into lime mortar mix (see Renders and Mortars
section), do not use a cement-based mortar as this will cause
further damage to the coral
▫ lay cut stones to the front, wherever possible use original stones
in their original location
▫ fill in cavities with tightly packed coral rubble, avoid using stones
that are smaller than 20cm in diameter.
▫ work in sections no longer than 1.5 metres at any one time
▫ protect work with wet matting or sacks and wet regularly until the
mortar has set

Wall construction detail

Once the mortar has completely set move to the next rise

x

If the timber taglilat is rotten, then replace with a new section
If the wall was originally rendered or plastered, then plaster using an
appropriate mix (see Renders and Mortars section)

Blockwork is not compatible with
coral and should not be used in its
repair
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Timber doors, windows and projections
All timber repairs should be carried out by an experienced carpenter
with knowledge of traditional joinery techniques.

Doors
Assess condition of door(s)
Record position of door on the building using drawings and
photographs
Carefully remove door, including all fixings to a workshop.
If it is in poor condition then the doorframe should also be removed
and the opening propped up with acro-props. If it is in a reasonably
good condition then the doorframe should be repaired on site
Repair timber doors as follows:
▫ carefully remove any ironmongery including door knobs, hinges,
locks etc. These should be kept in a safe place, cleaned and
reused wherever possible
A new piece of timber has been inserted
into the door to fit the new closer
upgrading the door to required fire safety
standards. As much as possible of the
historic (18th C) door has been retained

▫ remove any defective or rotten timber and replace with new
sections that match the original
▫ Make good timbers and replace missing sections
▫ Small holes can be filled in with an appropriate wood filler
If the door is in a very poor a condition or the original door no longer
exists, then:
▫ Consider using a door of the same size that has been salvaged
from another building
▫ Make a new door to match the original where this is known

Typical ironmongery and timber lock
seen in the region (after Greenlaw, 1976)

▫ Make a new door that is in keeping with the historic character of
the building and area where the design of the original door is no
longer known
▫ The use of metal or other modern doors will not be acceptable in
the Conservation Area
All new timber being used should be pre-treated with preservatives
All existing timbers should be treated with a preservative treatment
that can be brush applied, especially to the cut sections
Paint finish in a colour approved for the Conservation Area
Any new fixings, such as hinges, door handles and locks should either
match the original or be in keeping with traditional styles
Once surrounding wall repairs have been completed place door back
into its original position
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DESIGN GUIDELINES
This section includes design guidelines for new buildings, additions to
historic buildings, upgrading of existing buildings and newly designed
open spaces in Conservation Areas and in Historic Character Areas.
Each are set out under separate headings.

Definitions
Height
The height of buildings in a historic town are one of the components
that make up its distinctive character. Therefore it is important that
new buildings or extensions to existing buildings respect these
heights. This does not mean however, that there is a uniform height
and part of the character of a place may be made up of the variations
of heights between neighbouring buildings.

Volume
Volume is linked to the size of the building, the way in which it
occupies the plot and its unbroken dimensions.

Massing
Yanbu buildings have a massing that is peculiar to them, whether it is
the wakala with their open inner courtyards, or residential buildings
that build up in layers to the roofs. Each building also interacts with
others around it.

Grain
The grain of the settlement is determined by the relationship between
the buildings and open spaces, including those that are public, semipublic and private. Yanbu Al Bahr is made up of an irregular network
of streets and small squares, as well as several larger open spaces
and former traders markets. Smaller alleyways are embedded
between buildings and sometimes run under upper floors.
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Design guidelines for new buildings in a
Conservation Area

x

Plot size: to follow historic plot boundaries, buildings should be built
up to the plot boundary in the traditional way and not pulled back from
the front or from adjoining buildings/plots
Grain: Maximum size of each building not to exceed more than two
plots, unless the design is such that the volumes are broken up to
reflect the historic grain

The new building is built to a height that
is not appropriate to the historic area or
adjoining building, the elevation volumes
are divided horizontally rather than the
vertical nature of the historic buildings
and do not match up with the adjoining
building floor divisions. Furthermore the
size and proportion of the windows and
the ornamentation around them is alien
to the historic city, as is the colour of the
external render.

Height: Not to exceed the height of historic buildings on either side.
Maximum height permitted will be three or four storeys depending on
the location (ground + 2/3) in the residential areas, and only single
storey in the souq area
Volume: Not to exceed typical volumes of the historic buildings in the
town
Massing: To follow existing/historic massing, including interior
courtyard and particular attention on how the roof top level is
organised
Articulation of elevation: Uniform elevations should be avoided in
favour of designs that continue the variations that are prevalent in the
streetscape
Rhythm: Follow straight lines of streets when setting out buildings,
but where several new buildings are being built in a row, create
obvious breaks through the articulation of the facades that reflects the
original plot divisions.
Openings: Openings on elevations should be of the same proportions
as those on the historic buildings and placed or distributed on the
elevation in a similar way. They do not necessarily need to replicate
historic designs exactly but should follow their proportions and
articulation.
Materials: New buildings may be built out of modern materials such
as reinforced concrete. In which case all elevations should be
rendered and painted in an approved colour
Materials (stone): If a building is to be constructed in stone then this
must be coral. It is advisable that only salvaged coral is used in
construction.

x
Timber doors and
windows

Metal doors

Materials (elements): All screens, rawashan, projections, windows,
doors including shop doors must be timber
Finishes: render
Colour: only the following colours will be permitted (colours to be
agreed with Municipality matching samples on existing buildings)
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Design guidelines for open spaces in a
Conservation Area
Street paving (pedestrian routes): to be of a natural colour and
uniform texture that does not contrast but enhances the historic
character of the buildings. Paving should not touch the buildings and
wherever possible drainage should be provided in the middle of the
street and away from the buildings. (white marble, crazy paving or
elaborate and colourful patterns should be avoided)
Pavements: to be of a natural colour and uniform texture that does
not contrast but enhances the historic character of the buildings
Paving set in
cement mortar

Paving set in
sand

Roads: tarmac unless stated otherwise
Paving of open spaces: to be of natural colours and uniform texture
with a discreet pattern that does not contrast but enhances the historic
character of the buildings. Paving should not touch the buildings and
wherever possible drainage should be provided away from the
buildings

Detail of external landscaping abutting
historic buildings. Allow for sufficient
drainage of water away from building

Landscape: preference for local species, ensure trees are not
planted too close to historic buildings
Lighting: historically there would not have been lighting in the historic
town and therefore there is no precedent. Preference should be for
discreet and contemporary lighting features that enhance the
character of the historic area, but not detract from it.

Traditional lamp on building
corner, typical of the region
(after Greenlaw, 1976)

Lighting up historic buildings: this could be an effective way of
highlighting visible elevations. The use of more but smaller light
fittings that will better accentuate the features of the buildings will also
reduce the day time clutter.

A mixture of paving materials from stone
to gravel, but all in a neutral colour
complement the historic environment
Benches are placed under the tree to
benefit from its shade
Litter bins are in a style suitable for the
historic environment

The choice of paving materials for the
road match the brick, tile and flint
elevations of the buildings.
The central section allows for the easy
flow of water and also provided a guide
for vehicular traffic, thus reducing
damage to the historic buildings
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The light fixed to the building is discreet,
reduces clutter on the street and is of a
type typically found in the Middle East in
the last century.

